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Chairman David Gardner

Spring/Summer edition includes the new season’s field trips.
Autumn/Winter edition previews the annual Members’ Day.

Copy deadline Published
2014 Autumn Sep 21 October
2015 Spring Feb 22 March
� Thanks to all who have contributed to this edition.
Articles and photos are always greatly appreciated.
Please contact editor Francis Kelly.
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Apr 1 Transect season starts
Apr 4-6 BC 7th International

Symposium, Southampton Uni.
Apr 23 First Surrey field trip
May Wider Countryside Butterfly

Survey: 1st spring month
May 10 New Members’ Day
June WCBS: 2nd spring month

Jun 22 SWT BioBlitz, Newlands
Corner: launched 5pm, Sat 21st

July WCBS: 1st summer month
Jly 3-5 National Moth Night
Jly 19 Big Butterfly Count: to Aug 10
August WCBS: 2nd summer month
Jly 26-27 Wildlife Festival, Juniper Hall
Sep 2 Final Surrey field trip
Sep 29 Transect season ends

Nov 22 Surrey & SW London AGM & Members’ Day:
Friends Life Sports & Social Club, Pixham Lane, Dorking RH4 1QA

� Front page photo, Jenny Shalom. Celebrating the launch of Butterflies of Surrey
Revisited at Kempton Park in October: (left to right) Ken Willmott, Geoff Eaton,
Francis Kelly, Malcolm Bridge, Barry Hilling, Harry Clarke, Alan Hunt.
The Purple Emperor model is a silk painting by artist Helen Tickner.

WELCOME to the new-look Skipper – in full colour at
no extra cost. Our magazine is now distributed from

BC HO in Dorset, where franking reduces postage costs.
Butterflies of Surrey Revisited, written by Ken Willmott and

other branch members, has received much acclaim since
publication last October. It is great value at £16 and a must-
read before the new season. See page 9.

This year is the last in the current five-year cycle upon
which national reports are based. Harry Clarke has produced
a prompt and detailed report of 2013 on pages 4-7, and
explains the importance of recording on pages 34-37. Last
year you placed 1,935 butterfly records onto our online facility at
www.surreybutterflies.org. It would be great to top 2,000 this year for the first time
and make further progress from the 591 records placed in 2009, the first year of the
service. And don’t forget holiday records. Yes, people do record butterflies on
holiday so please send your data to the relevant recorder.

Our thanks to Richard Donovan for his many years of service to the weekly
transects concept, which is so strongly supported by Surrey volunteers. Data input
has now moved online, and Francis Kelly has taken on the coordinating role.

Last year over 70 volunteers walked 47 Surrey transects. For the first time in the
Skipper we acknowledge the full list of walkers and sites on pages 38-39, with stats
from last season on pages 40-42. New walkers are needed and a key site looking for
a new volunteer is our own reserve, Oaken Wood, from which John Buckley has
now retired. Malcolm Bridge pays tribute to a friend and colleague on page 46.

My thanks to Mike Weller for creating another interesting programme of walks –
a record total of 41. Keep the 4-page pullout, and fingers crossed for good weather.

At our February committee meeting, Clive Huggins and Richard Bance were co-
opted. We allocated £1,700 to the Small Blue project, which Sarah Meredith
describes on page 13; and £1,000 to the Match Pot 4 appeal, which should translate
into £10,000 becoming available for conservation in Surrey, some of which could be
used to support Dan Hoare’s work (see page 12).

It may be an even year but we have decided not to stage our biennial Butterfly
Festival this time round. For various reasons the 2012 event barely broke even, so
next year we will join our specialist knowledge and enthusiasm with the Field
Studies Council, who now run an event of their own at Juniper Hall.
� Gilded Butterflies is a delightful and informative DVD created by experienced
branch member John Banks, who discusses his film on page 30. John has offered a
copy as a prize. See page 31 and do have a go.
� This year’s Members’ Day in Dorking will be on November 22, a couple of weeks
later than in recent years. Please save the date – it is always an enjoyable day.

butterfly-conservation.org/49/in-your-area.html AND www.surreybutterflies.org
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Pieridae – Whites & Yellows
Wood White: eclosion from the winter pupae was delayed until May 18. Numbers
were significantly down, with a maximum of only six seen in one monad. There was
a small second brood in August. We’ll have to see what records are submitted in
2014 to determine whether this is a temporary blip, or whether we are in danger of
losing yet another butterfly from Surrey.
Orange-tip: about three weeks later in 2013 than in 2012, the first not appearing
until April 20. Last was seen on June 21. Numbers seemed to be down compared
with recent years.
Large White: first were seen in mid-April. They were not seen in large numbers
until the end of July, when probably they were re-enforced by a migration from the
Continent. We must wait another 18 months for the Immigration of Lepidoptera
2013 report to appear in the Entomologist’s Record and Journal of Variation.
Small White: similar picture to that of the Large White; last seen on October 23.
Green-veined White: first seen on April 23, with the first brood mainly over by
early-June. While a few individuals were seen in June, the second brood did not
begin in earnest until July and lasted through to September 29.
Clouded Yellow: first sighted on June 4. However it was not until the next
generation that Clouded Yellows were seen in any numbers in Surrey. Most sightings
were in August.
Brimstone: first emerged from hibernation on March 5; next seen in April, with the
main emergence occurring on April 14. Last seen flying on December 29.

Nymphalidae – Browns, Fritillaries & Aristocrats
Monarch: sighted in a garden on October 16, which is most likely an escapee or
release as no large migration of Monarchs into the country has been reported.
Speckled Wood: first seen on April 17, although numbers of the first brood were
low. Speckled Woods were seen in greater numbers during the second brood in the
summer. There was a small third brood in October.
Small Heath: some early sightings at the end of April and beginning of May,
although most did not appear until mid-May. The second brood started to appear by
mid-July, lasting until the end of September.
Ringlet: first appeared on June 25, with the flight season lasting until the end of
August. Large numbers were seen in July at several sites.
Meadow Brown: flight season began on May 27; last record was 10 on October 8.
Seen in large numbers at several sites.
Gatekeeper: started to appear at the end of June, although it was not until mid-July
that the main emergence occurred. The flight season continued until the beginning of
September. Numbers were high at several sites.
Marbled White: seemed to link their emergence with that of the Gatekeeper and
Ringlet, with the first records on June 25. The flight season continued until the end
of August. Numbers were high across the county.
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State of Surrey Butterflies in 2013 Harry Clarke

Butterflies on the brink: only three Glanville Fritillaries,
all at Hutchinson’s Bank; only six White-letter Hairstreaks;
low numbers of Wood White.

FOLLOWING on from 2012, the worst year on record for
butterflies with a very wet April to July, the 2013 season

started off with snow and cold weather between March 10
and April 10. As a result many of the spring species appeared
several weeks later than normal. While some hibernators
were seen at the beginning of March, with a few exceptions
butterflies did not start to appear until mid-April.

The first eclosion from overwintering pupae occurred on April 17, with Small
White, Large White and Speckled Wood. May and June were cool and cloudy, but
then the weather picked up, so with a hot dry spell between the 3rd and 23rd, July
helped many summer butterflies.

For migrants, 2013 was the year of the Silver-Y and Clouded Yellow.
UK abundance statistics for 2013 will be published in March 2014, so we must wait
for that report before drawing conclusions on 2013 numbers.

A new checklist of British Lepidoptera was published in December (see
www.ukbutterflies.co.uk), taking into account the latest research, and aligning
scientific names used in the UK and the rest of Europe. This has resulted in revision
of some scientific names and the order of species. Butterflies are now all in one
superfamily, the Papilionoidea, whereas before the Skippers were in a separate
superfamily. This report has ordered the butterflies as they appear in the new
checklist and is based on all the records received and validated. It is never too late to
submit records from earlier years. I have just received some records from 1956!
Hesperiidae – Skippers
Dingy Skipper: first seen at the end of April. However, it wasn’t until the middle of
May that the main emergence occurred. Last was at the beginning of July. Despite
the warm summer weather, there was no second brood.
Grizzled Skipper: first were not seen until May 1; continued until June 19, with a
couple of stragglers in the first week in July. There was no second brood, probably
because the cold spring had delayed the emergence of the first brood.
Essex Skipper: always emerges a couple of weeks or so after the Small Skipper.
The cold spring delayed the hatching of the larvae, which resulted in first adults not
being seen until mid-July. Last was at the end of August.
Small Skipper: the cold spring delayed the larvae from leaving diapause to start
feeding, which put back the appearance of the first adults to June 25.
Silver-spotted Skipper: first seen on July 28; continued until the first week in
September in reasonable numbers.
Large Skipper: first seen on June 17, and continued until the end of August, with a
couple of stragglers seen on September 5.
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Lycaenidae – Coppers, Hairstreaks & Blues
Small Copper: not seen until May 6 but were flying right up to the middle of
October. As usual the butterfly was seen in small numbers, but 10 were seen in
August at Brookwood Cemetery. One sighting in mid-November on Ash Ranges.
Brown Hairstreak: while a couple were seen at the beginning of August, most
sightings did not occur until the end of August. Last records were on October 18.
Purple Hairstreak: seen from July 11 until September 1, but only in small numbers.
Hopefully will bounce back in 2014.
Green Hairstreak: seen at the end of April, with sightings continuing until July 5.
White-letter Hairstreak: only six were seen in 2013 in four monads. While a very
elusive butterfly, it does seem that numbers have crashed since 2010. Please submit
records of any sightings.
Small Blue: the first brood was seen in reasonable numbers between May 19 and
July 21. Small second brood, August 1-27.
Holly Blue: seen only in small numbers during 2013, which is probably the low
point in the cycle with their parasitic wasp. The first brood was seen flying from
April 20 to June 19, and the second brood from July 12 to Sep 5.
Silver-studded Blue: first were seen on June 11, although most did not emerge until
the end of the month. They were seen in good numbers. Last recorded on August 9.
Brown Argus: first brood was small, lasting from June 2 until the beginning of July.
Second brood was larger, but not abundant, appearing in mid-July and lasting until
September 29.
Common Blue: the two broods seemed to merge into each other, with only the
second week in July numbers being lower than normal. The flight period was May
23 until October 6.
Adonis Blue: first was seen on May 31, with the first brood flying until July 5. The
second brood was on the wing from August 17 to September 13 and was smaller
than the first brood. Numbers seemed to be significantly down from 2012.
Chalkhill Blue: first recorded on July 8 and seen in large numbers throughout July
and August. The last were seen flying on September 29.
Geranium Bronze: as reported in the last Skipper, a single specimen was seen on
September 2. As a South African species, this has most likely emerged from plants
imported by the horticulture trade.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Thank you to everyone who submitted records during 2013. This report would not
have been possible without the dedication and hard work of all those who recorded
their sightings and sent them into one of the recording schemes. All records, no
matter how few, helped create the overall picture of the State of Surrey Butterflies in
2013. Records were received from the following recording schemes:
� Big Butterfly Count � Butterflies for the New Millennium
� Migrant Watch – Painted Lady � UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme
� Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey
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Grayling: numbers seemed to be down compared to 2012. Seen from July 15 to
September 26.
Silver-washed Fritillary: flight season is usually two weeks after the Dark Green
Fritillary, which was evident on sites that supported both species. Misidentification
is always of concern. The main flight season was from the beginning of July until
the end of August.
Dark Green Fritillary: first seen on 25 June and continued until mid-August.
White Admiral: began their flight season on July 4, continuing until mid-August.
Francis Kelly saw a rare second-brood specimen on September 20 in his garden.
Bookham Common was the hot spot with up to 20 individuals seen; numbers
elsewhere were lower.
Purple Emperor: first was July 8, and the last August 6. Reasonable numbers were
recorded at Bookham Common.
Red Admiral: a few hibernators were seen in February and March. However, it was
not until July and August that they were seen in any number.
Painted Lady: there was only a small migration of Painted Ladies in 2013, with the
first appearing on June 17. Most had migrated south by the end of August, although
one straggler was seen on October 8. Numbers were very small, with not more than
five seen at any site.
Peacock: the first hibernators to emerge were reported on March 5. As with other
hibernators, the main emergence occurred after the cold spring on April 13. By the
end of August most Peacocks had gone into hibernation, although one was recorded
as late as December 29.
Small Tortoiseshell: the odd hibernators were seen flying throughout the winter
months. They seemed less affected by the cold spring, starting their main emergence
at the beginning of April, flying until beginning of May. A few were seen flying in
mid-May and early June, but it was not until the end of June that the main eclosion
of the 2013 brood occurred. There was a second brood in July, with counts of 50 at
Sheepleas and Westfield (Woking). The last was seen flying on October 23.
Comma: a couple of hibernators were seen flying at the beginning of March,
although the main emergence did not occur until mid-April, and Commas continued
flying until mid-May. A few were seen in June, with the main 2013 eclosion
occurring in mid-July. The 2013 brood were seen flying up to the end of October.
Numbers were generally low, although widespread throughout the county.
Glanville Fritillary: 2013 was disastrous, with only three sightings from the end of
May to mid-June at Hutchinson’s Bank. No records were received from
Wrecclesham, which puts into question whether it has been lost from the site. The
lack of sightings suggests that the wet summer of 2012 drastically reduced the
breeding stock. Please submit all records.

RECORDING STRATEGY FOR 2014: pages 34-37
SURREY TRANSECTS IN 2013: pages 38-42
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Ken Willmott

Malcolm Bridge, Harry E. Clarke, Francis Kelly

and members of Butterfly Conservation Surrey branch

Butterflies of
Surrey Revisited

 
 

 
 

 

WINTER WILL
WITHER with . . .

£16 plus postage from Surrey Wildlife Trust
www.surreywildlifegifts.org.uk 01483 795440

I was completely blown
away by the wealth of
detail . . . it’s quite the
best county guide that
I’ve seen. Simon Saville

. . . a valuable reference
source . . . clear, concise
and accurate . . .

Colin Plant, Entomologist’s Record

What a spectacular
series the Surrey
Wildlife Atlases are.
Sir David Attenborough

Crammed full of up-to-date and comprehensive
information, but with a historical perspective and very
attractively presented, this book is both a good read and an
essential reference for anyone with any interest in Surrey’s
wildlife. And at only £16 it is an absolute bargain.

Steve Chastell, Surrey Bird Club

LAUNCH of the original Butterflies of Surrey at Dawcombe NR in July
1995. Left to right: Stephen Jeffcoate, Butterfly Conservation; David

Bellamy, Wildlife Trusts President; Graham Collins, author. Seated: Dominic
Couzens, writer, broadcaster and atlas sponsor; Gail Jeffcoate, Butterfly
Conservation; Also pictured: Malcolm Scoble (far right), British Entomological
and Natural History Society; Ted Frith, Croydon Natural History & Scientific
Society. If you recognise the lady in dark glasses, please inform the editor.

First Speckled Wood John Rees

First Butterflies of Surrey

ASUNNY day blessed my Chiddingfold flower meadow on January 10 and on
three adjacent molehills three butterflies were absorbing the heat. The first flew

off against the sun and all I could see were the spots reflected through its wings. The
two remaining were the usual Red Admirals making an early outing and they didn't
seem concerned with my presence. I dismissed the idea that the one to fly off could
have been a Speckled Wood but the next day I saw it again flying the whole length
of the field and it could be nothing but Pararge aegeria. A dutiful note to County
Recorder Harry, who came back with the news that Richard Fox at Butterfly
Conservation confirmed it was the UK’s first Speckled Wood of 2014.
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AS I write these Notes in mid-February, Oaken Wood has
shared the same fate as much of southern England and

is waterlogged. The drainage ditches that are unobstructed
have achieved their raison d’etre so the picture could be far
worse. Fortunately the winter work programme was a lighter
one with ride maintenance the main task.

The work party of John Rees, Mike Weller, Philip
Underwood, Michael Friend, David Gardner and your scribe
did sessions with tractor-drawn mower and clearing saws in
November and December and, but for the inundation of the
last eight weeks, would have completed the winter work by
early February. The hope is that a March session, if the
waters subside, will restore the extensive ride network and key, habitat-rich ditches.

Our reserve experienced some modest tree damage during the repeated high winds
and, where safety demands, the necessary work will be carried out before April. The
depth of standing water could be an issue for those several species – Wood White
especially – that overwinter at ground level. Similarly the high winds damaged a
number of brittle sallows with possible consequences for Purple Emperor larvae.
Before pessimism becomes the mood of these Notes, I will take comfort from the
remarkable recovery of so many species last year after the worst summer in several
decades, 2012.

In conclusion I had hoped at the recent AGM to confirm our plans to extend the
reserve to the Lagfold forest road. The continued absence from work of the Beat
Forester and a reluctance of the Forestry Commission to proceed in his absence has
delayed further these discussions. Happily no harm has been done by this delay and
FC have been relaxed about essential bracken management being carried out by BC
on what would be the new part of an extended reserve.

Perhaps I will have a better story to share with those of you whom I meet on
Sunday, May 11 when the first Oaken Wood field trip of 2014 sets out in search for
Wood Whites and Broad-bordered Bee Hawks.

Notes from Oaken Wood Malcolm Bridge

Branch members at Wisley in February: (left to right) Helen Tickner and granddaughter
Ellie, Clive Huggins, Malcolm Bridge. FK

Butterflies in the Glasshouse Malcolm Bridge

OUR branch had a table at RHS Garden Wisley’s Butterflies in the Glasshouse
show during the half-term period of February 15-23. The crowds were as

enormous as ever but it was more a case of sowing early seeds rather than signing up
hordes of new members.

Publicity for our new book, Butterflies of Surrey Revisited, was the other prime
purpose for our presence and stocks in the Wisley shop soon had to be replenished.

The activity produced a lot of interesting chat and a notable question from young
Graham, who wanted to know what goes on inside a chrysalis. He wondered if any
internal structures, central nervous system etc, remained intact during
metamorphosis or whether there was total breakdown and reconstruction.

Latest research, as described in National Geographic, says: “If the pupa contains a
soup, it’s an organised broth full of chunky bits.”
See: http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2013/05/14
� Wisley thanks these 18 members who did shifts on our branch table:
Richard Bance, Phil Boys, Malcolm Bridge, Peter Camber, Harry Clarke,
Geoff Eaton, Robert Edmondson, Michael Friend, Tim Hall, Clive Huggins,
Nigel Jackman, Francis Kelly, Joan Lowe, Jenny Shalom, Helen Tickner,
Mike Weller, Martin Wills, Alan Wiseman.
� IF you would like to volunteer for this event in the future, or other similar ones,
please contact Phil Boys.

Butterfly in the Glasshouse:
Asian Swallowtail. Phil Boys
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Regional Officer Update Dan Hoare

THE Regional Officer role for South East England is a
varied one, covering eight counties and a range of

conservation priorities, working with Butterfly Conservation’s
volunteers and our many partner organisations. Currently
much of my time is focused on the Duke of Burgundy through
our Dukes On the Edge project, funded by the Heritage
Lottery Fund and SITA Trust. This supports our work across
seven landscapes (Kent Downs, South Downs, Chilterns,
Tytherley Woods, New Forest, Isle of Wight and North
Hampshire), although as the Duke has been extinct in Surrey
since 1997, the county is not a key area for the project.

Dukes on the Edge started in 2011 and the first phase of funding finishes in June.
It aims to restore networks of suitable habitat for the butterfly across all of its
remaining landscapes, through a combination of land management advice, targeted
habitat improvements, training and monitoring. We estimate that 160 occupied Duke
colonies remain across the UK, of which 75 (almost half) are in South East England,
and improving conditions for the butterfly on all of these sites is a major challenge.
Crucially, our conservation strategy also targets nearby sites where the butterfly has
gone extinct or potential habitat may occur. There are at least 80 sites in the region
where the species has gone extinct, and we are working on many of these to restore
suitable habitat and encourage the butterfly to recolonise.

In some cases, reintroductions can be used to restore the butterfly to its former
haunts, although this is not a simple solution. We have revisited many of the
butterfly’s former Surrey sites, but sadly few now have any suitable habitat, and
there is little prospect of it returning here in the near future.

So far the project has provided advice on habitat management for 110 sites:
63 occupied colonies, 30 extinct and 17 potential sites. In many cases we have also
helped fund direct management improvements such as scrub removal, coppicing or
fencing to assist with grazing. Suitable habitat has increased on at least 46 sites
already, although it will take a few years to see how the butterfly responds. Of
course all this effort benefits several other species which share the complex habitat
mosaics of grassland, scrub and woodland that support Dukes, including Dark Green
Fritillary, Grizzled and Dingy Skipper, Small Blue and Black-veined Moth.

We have benefited from the incredible support of many BC volunteers, who have
led much of the survey work, delivered habitat management through work parties,
and often provided habitat information to site managers. In each landscape, local
volunteer groups will continue conservation action after the funded project finishes
this year. As this period of targeted work for the Duke comes to an end, we are
developing further landscape projects across the region, with the spring fritillaries
(Pearl- and Small Pearl-bordered) likely to be major priorities.
� Dr Dan Hoare is BC Senior Regional Officer – South East.

Small Blue on Guildford Downs Sarah Meredith

THE project to conserve the Small Blue on Guildford Downs has made good
progress in the last year. The population at Pewley Down was assessed and 2nd-

brood egg surveys were undertaken.
Habitat assessments were carried out to determine where to seed and plant Kidney

Vetch. It was discovered that Newlands Corner has only around 10 plants across the
whole site. Scrapes for Kidney Vetch have been planned but the wet weather has
prevented contractors from accessing the sites.

Surrey Wildlife Trust held two volunteer days at Newlands Corner along the
south-east track, where we cleared scrub to restore the calcareous grassland and
increase potential habitat. Silver-spotted Skippers were seen breeding in this area.
The photos above show the excellent work that was achieved.
� The project is running from May 2013 to May 2015 at Pewley Down (SB
present), Newlands Corner and The Mount (SB extinct). Butterfly Conservation,
with Sarah Meredith as Project Officer, is leading the project in partnership with
Surrey Wildlife Trust, the Albury Estate, Guildford Borough Council, and Surrey
County Council. Cemex Community Fund has provided half the funding.
� We are currently working on sourcing additional funding, and I thank Surrey
Branch for contributing £1,700 this year.

Scrub clearance at Newlands Corner, Nov 2013: Before (above) and after (below). SM
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being found and probably more among the inaccessible waist-high plants.
A short area of perimeter path, which had been cut and maintained, actually

contained some nettle regrowth, and it was conspicuous that females readily utilised
these. This area had probably the highest ratio of larvae to nettles, clearly showing
ST preference for young nettles in spring, or regrowths after an early summer cut.

I am hoping, with the cooperation of the Surrey Wildlife Trust, to carry out some
small-scale experiments to confirm the best times to cut nettles, minimising the
damage to Peacock larval batches and maximising the advantages for the ST second
brood. This is the only area of conflict with the other main nettle-feeders, Comma
and Red Admiral, which are less vulnerable because they have other options. The
timing of nettle-cutting will vary from year to year according to weather patterns. In
2013 nettle growth-rate was retarded by the cold spring.

The healthy numbers of larval nests in July boded well for a good adult hatch in
August/September. This was certainly the case during my August visits to Dorset,
where STs were thriving on most buddleias. Surrey, with some exceptions, was
disappointing in comparison. My Surrey records show that 1997 was exceptionally
good and 2010/2011 very poor. The table below shows only August records, relating
to adults that would enter hibernation and reappear the following spring. These are
random counts during a day’s fieldwork rather than single-species transect records.

My records also show a marked decline in the various Forestry Commission
woodlands at Chiddingfold, probably because areas opened by storms or forestry
operations are now maturing and creating more shade, thus reducing sunny sites for
nettles. However the Peacock, more associated with a woodland environment,
maintains a more enduring presence (KJW pers. obs. 2013). A high percentage of the
exceptional 1997 records were from STs feeding on Marjoram on the North Downs.

Perhaps my most noteworthy discovery is that a crab spider, Xysticus cristatus, is a
prolific predator of larvae, newly-hatched caterpillars being particular favourites.
One nettle leaf had a batch of hatched eggs on the underside, with a small amount of

Predators of the Small Tortoiseshell at Sheepleas, June 2013:
Crab spider (left) taking larva; Tachinid fly on web of newly-hatched larvae. KW

ST August sightings in Surrey: two random five-year periods
1993 = 7 1994 = 41 1995 = 8 1996 = 10 1997 = 75-100
2009 = 5 2010 = 0 2011 = 1 2012 = 8 2013 = 15

� continued next page

Conservation: Small Tortoiseshell Ken Willmott

These observations relate mostly to Sheepleas Nettle
Meadow, where I have been studying since 2007. It is
managed by Surrey Wildlife Trust, with whom I am working
to maintain high numbers of nettle-feeding butterflies.

ANTICIPATION of a resurgence in the Small
Tortoiseshell (ST) population has been heightened by

last year’s fine summer. Expectations in 2013 were not great
when March was our region’s coldest for 50 years and 4th-
coldest since 1910. But good numbers of larval batches in
both the spring and summer broods give cause for optimism.

April is usually the beginning of ST egg-laying after
successful mating among the nettle beds and surrounds in spring sunshine and rising
temperatures. In 2013 only five April days exceeded 14ºC in my Leatherhead
garden, with April 25 reaching 21ºC. March also had little to offer, the best being
13ºC on the 4th. These were narrow windows of opportunity for STs to pair and lay.

However, the Sheepleas larval nest count on June 1 was reasonably good at 23,
with others probably unseen amongst the swathes of nettles. On this date the larvae
ranged in size from newly hatched to final instars that had changed their skin four
times and grown to 22mm. On the same day I recorded an aged male, still holding
his spring territory and looking out for a receptive female despite his battered wings
and faded colours.

My first record of new STs, progeny of the overwintered population, was at
Pulborough Brooks RSPB Reserve in Sussex on June 26 – seven STs taking nectar
from the white flowers of Hemlock Water-dropwort. Five days later at least 15 were
flying at Sheepleas. It certainly looked like the beginning of a good first brood.

Sheepleas has two of the most important ST requirements: large expanses of
maintained stinging nettles and ample nectar sources during the emergence periods.
In 2013, for the first time since my study began, the large area of nettles remained
uncut for the second brood of larvae. The previous tenant farmer, who had
unwittingly cut the meadow to ST requirements on an annual basis, had resigned and
left the meadow for the Surrey Wildlife Trust to decide its future.

Most of my observations of egg-laying STs at Sheepleas in late June and July had
focused on areas of nettles that had been cut and were providing regrowth. Therefore
I was a little apprehensive about the tall standing nettles being used as prolifically in
2013 as the previous year’s regrowth. I had seen, on a smaller scale, females using
mature nettles when there were no alternatives. Hence it was pleasing to see that
female STs did not markedly reject the older growths, with some 26 larval nests

2013 ST Larval nests, Sheepleas Nettle Meadow
Jun 1 Spring brood, produced by overwintered adults ..................23
Jul 26 Summer brood, produced by spring-brood adults ................26
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� KEN WILLMOTT: from previous page

Small Tortoiseshell
on Creeping Thistle,
Nettle Meadow,
July 2013. FK

silk spinnings where the larvae had been preparing their initial abode. The plant was
devoid of larvae. No survivors! This is not uncommon.

The Nursery Web Spider, Pisaura minabilis, also common in the Sheepleas
nettles, is a suspected threat yet to be confirmed. Tachinid flies, either Phryxe
vulgaris or Sturmia bella (a new threat from the continent) can also be found, plus a
host of other potential predators, including the Common Wasp, Vespula vulgaris,
which is a serious threat to second brood-larvae in years of wasp abundance.

I have recorded silken tents occupied by ST larvae within the larger nettle leaves.
Unlike the solitary Red Admiral larvae, which also make tents, ST larvae are not
renowned as inhabitants of such constructions. Is this an example of the evolution of
a defence mode against increased predation?

The spring and summer of 2014 will be important for the ST, with the future of its
Sheepleas optimal habitat in the balance. The number of surviving adults after a
mild but stormy winter will be a major factor. Some believe that one possible cause
of Large Tortoiseshell extinction in Britain was the prevalence of mild and wet
winters, causing mould on their spiracles (breathing parts on the side of the body)
during hibernation. The ST has a more varied selection of wintering sites, and not
such an association with woodland, so this may not be such an issue.

� Magical Moments at The Sheepleas: page 18

A Aestivate
B Chorion
C Costa
D Cremaster
E Crepuscular

F Diapause
G Distal
H Eclosion
I Frenulum
J Ganglion

K Gravid
L Gynandromorph
M Hair-pencil
N Labium
O Melanism

P Myrmecophilous
Q Osmeterium
R Polyphagous
S Spiracle
T Tubercle

Members’ Day Quiz Graham Revill

ANSWERS

Kelvin Reel, a Kent-based member, won Graham Revill’s quiz at our annual
Members’ Day in November. Kelvin will set the questions for this year’s quiz.
Question 1: Match the 20 entomological terms with their definition:

1 Abnormal specimen made up of both
male and female structures

2 Active at dawn and dusk
3 Adult emergence
4 Anterior or leading margin of the wing,

joining the base and the apex
5 Aperture forming the respiratory

system of insects
6 Associated with ants
7 Egg-bearing
8 Egg-shell
9 Farthest from the base or centre
10 Feeding on a variety of foodplants
11 Forked, scent-producing organ in

larvae of Papilionidae
12 Fused mouth-parts forming the

posterior wall of the mouth

13 Hereditary darkening caused by an
increased deposition of a black pigment

14 To pass the summer in a dormant state
15 Period of suspended growth or

development
16 Pupal appendage to grasp silk pad spun

by the larva
17 Small, usually rounded, outgrowth of

the body wall
18 Strong bristle(s) arising from the base

of the hindwing costa which serves to
hold the wings together in flight

19 Swelling on a nerve due to the presence
at one place of the nuclei of a number
of nerve cells

20 Tuft of long, parallel hairs in the males
of some species, displayed during
courtship

Question 2: In which life-stage do the following butterflies spend the winter?
a=adult; e=egg; l=larva; p=pupa; l or p= larva or pupa.
1 Brimstone, 2 Brown Hairstreak, 3 Grayling, 4 Grizzled Skipper, 5 Marbled White
6 Silver-spotted Skipper, 7 Small Copper, 8 Small Heath. 9 Speckled Wood, 10 Wood White

Question 3: Name the chief larval foodplants of the following butterflies and moths:
1 Brimstone butterfly, 2 Brown Hairstreak, 3 Cinnabar Moth, 4 Eyed Hawk-moth,
5 Garden Tiger Moth, 6 Lobster Moth, 7 Purple Emperor, 8 Puss Moth, 9 Red Admiral,
10 White Admiral

Q1: A=14, B=8, C=4, D=16, E=2, F=15, G=9, H=3, I=18, J=19,
K=7, L=1, M=20, N=12, O=13, P=6, Q=11, R=10, S=5, T=17
Q2: 1=a, 2=e, 3=l, 4=p, 5=l, 6=e, 7=l, 8=l, 9=l or p, 10=p
Q3: 1 Buckthorn, 2 Blackthorn, 3 Ragwort, 4 Willow, Aspen, Sallow, Apple or Poplar.
5 Any answer wins one point as the GT feeds on a wide variety of plants. 6=Oak, Hazel,
Birch or Beech. 7=Sallow. 8=Poplar, Sallow or Aspen. 9=Stinging Nettles. 10=Honeysuckle.
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Much of the knowledge we have about the
butterflies is from the records of David Smith,
who walked a transect from 1992 to 2006.
David also carried out official introductions of
Marbled White and Chalkhill Blue in 1992 and
1993 respectively and these species can still be
seen, though normally in small numbers.

David’s records show that the Small Heath was
present in small numbers in 1992 but then it
declined to nothing over a few years and there
have been few sightings since then. Interestingly,
the Small/Essex Skipper has also been unusually
scarce here since the turn of the century but may
be returning.

David found the White-letter Hairstreak on
three occasions in the 1990s but I have found it
here only once – just outside, within a few metres
of The Sheepleas, in 1995.

I saw one Silver-spotted Skipper in 1998. This
was during the spell in the 1990s when the
species seemed to be extending its range. I found mine on Buddleia away from any
extensive grassland and David saw four in 1998 and one in 1999. My understanding
is that eggs were recorded from The Sheepleas at around this time.

You may be lucky to see Purple Hairstreaks or a White Admiral but neither seems
to do well here. The best place to look for Purple Hairstreaks is on the oaks by the
narrow section of The Sheepleas near the A246 while you are much more likely to
see a White Admiral in the woodlands to the north around East Horsley.

Grizzled and Dingy Skippers appear to have benefited from recent ride-widening
and scrub clearance and the site is good for Silver-washed Fritillaries. There have
also been a few sightings of Dark Green Fritillaries. It is not clear whether these
have ever bred here but I have also seen them elsewhere in East Horsley in places
where the Violets are not Hairy – so perhaps they are just wanderers. Brown
Hairstreaks have laid eggs here in the last couple of years and the “Nettle Field”,
which was cultivated until recently, has been rewarding for Nymphalids.

The grassland habitat undergoes various changes under the influence of weather,
management, and increasing pressures from leisure use causing paths to grow ever
wider. The Rabbit population fluctuates and, recently, Buzzards have become a
frequent sight in this part of Surrey. The woodlands have been modified by storms
and are likely to be further affected by diseases brought into the country. These
complex interactions are reflected in the fortunes of our butterflies. There’s a lot
going on at The Sheepleas.
� The Sheepleas (its formal title) is at West Horsley, south of the A246, 10km east
of Guildford. Full details: www.surreywildlifetrust.org/reserves/show?id=82

Purple Emperor, Sheepleas. HE

Magical Moments at The Sheepleas Harry Eve

SUMMER 2008: somewhere on the
continent a Queen of Spain Fritillary

is drawn high up into the air and carried
along until conditions allow it to fall
back to earth. It has the good fortune to
land in a small open area, off the beaten
track, at The Sheepleas. At least that is
how I imagine it came to pass that, on
July 1st I wandered into one of my
favourite parts of this wonderful site and
enjoyed one of those unpredictable and
magical moments when you come across
something really special. I returned two
days later with an old video camera
(hence the rather poor image) to find
that the Queen of Spain was still in residence but that was the last I saw of it.

In the same area, many years ago, I was able to watch a couple of Stoats
scampering over a woodpile and, on the day that I saw the Olympic road race
cyclists flash by West Horsley in a few seconds, I wandered back through this
favoured spot and enjoyed another moment of magic as a Purple Emperor made a
low-level flypast having been disturbed from its less than magical refreshment.
The Purple Emperor had eluded me until 2003 when I searched for, and found, the
“Master Tree”, a circle of trees at a high point where Bluebells grow. It was on my
birthday that I had my first definite sighting.

Another memorable, almost surreal, moment occurred when I wandered into
Cowslip Meadow (now Surrey’s Coronation Meadow) to find myself surrounded by
a vast cloud of Large Whites.

Cowslip and Summerhouse Meadows are different in character and I understand
that one reason for this is that Summerhouse was used to grow potatoes in WW2.
Oxeye Daisies seem to flower late in Summerhouse, often in profusion and
alongside high summer species such as Marjoram and Small Scabious. It is unusual,
in my view, for butterflies to find a good supply of these nectar sources on the menu
at the same time. Cowslip Meadow used to have some Kidney Vetch and the Small
Blue was present but the plants died out over ten years ago. I never saw the butterfly
there myself but I did find a single plant of Kidney Vetch flowering nearby, in thin
vegetation, in 2013. Perhaps it will spread and maybe the Small Blue will return.

There are many smaller open grassland areas spread around the site and they vary
in character and floral composition. They include Jack’s Acre – a long rectangular
clearing that used to be fenced off. I have no idea what its purpose was, or how it
came by its name, but it is a good place to spot Dingy and Grizzled Skippers and
Green Hairstreak.

Queen of Spain Fritillary, Sheepleas. HE
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In the future I can only see the reserves improving for butterflies. While we have
limited resources we make steady progress. The mowing of the meadows for hay
seems to result in more wildflowers every year, particularly Knapweed. Orchids
appeared this year for the first time. Our experiments with ditches and scrapes are
ongoing and have already had a clear impact. We have hopes to introduce limited
coppicing in our little woodlands, which should encourage Speckled Woods. This
handful of fields might seem rather unpromising but they have proved to be full of
surprises and we should not rule out anything. A Silver-washed Fritillary was
photographed in a neighbouring garden so who knows what we will record next!
� www.lingfieldreserves.org.uk

John Madden by the Lingfield Nature Reserves information board.

Surrey Sites: Warren Farm update Jovita Kaunang

YELLOW RATTLE is one of several important plant species that have increased
at Warren Farm, Ewell (TQ232629) since the Canadian Goldenrod clearance

work began in 2010. This native, annual plant is useful in any grassland restoration
project because it parasitises grasses so suppressing their dominant growth. The
Grass Rivulet moth feeds on its seeds and the adult, which we recorded frequently, is
easily disturbed by day during May to July.

With Warren Farm being so popular with dog-walkers, any grazing scheme is
considered out of the question by the Woodland Trust, who own and manage the site.
Therefore, during the summer of 2013, I decided to experiment by collecting as
much Yellow Rattle seed as possible and then sowing it widely around Sleepy Field,
the main area for Kidney Vetch and Small Blue. Hopefully, most of this seed will
germinate, suppress the growth of dominant grasses and generally minimise
competition to our preferred plant species, thus supporting their associated insects.

Unfortunately, the annual cut was delayed until the second week of November, by
which time the invasive Canadian Goldenrod had set seed. However, we took this

Surrey Sites: Lingfield Nature Reserves John Madden

LINGFIELD Nature Reserves (TQ387442), originally rye grassland divided by
barbed wire fences, cover 11 hectares and comprise meadowlands, a community

orchard, amenity field, pond and wetland, copses, hedges and thickets. It is a well-
loved open space for the village and consequently has lots of dog walkers and other
human visitors. It is part of a mosaic of spaces which include an allotment and large
gardens as well as adjacent paddocks and pastures.

Its history as a nature reserve dates back to 1994, when a community-led
environmental project was started. Its aim was to provide recreation and enjoyment
in a peaceful area in the centre of the village while increasing the sustainable
biodiversity. Lingfield Parish Council purchased land from the education authority
and contiguous land owned by Tandridge District Council was added. Long leases
and constitutions were set up and a management committee of volunteers recruited.
The committee has managed it since inception with works and maintenance funded
from grants and donations. In 2002 it became a Local Nature Reserve.

We set up the transect with encouragement from Gail Jeffcoate and I started
recording in 2002. Twenty four species have been counted on the transect with
annual total counts varying from 215 to a record 535 in 2013. Generally 50% of the
records are Meadow Browns, which reflect the predominance of grassland on the
reserves. A good place for seeing butterflies is the butterfly garden and this is almost
entirely due to the many buddleias planted there.

The species list includes the obvious ones but in the last few years we have made
some exciting discoveries. In 2013 we confirmed the presence of Brown
Hairstreaks, which favour an ash tree adjoining the butterfly garden. Equally
exciting was a Purple Emperor in the butterfly garden basking on a shrub along the
transect route. This is a real puzzle as there is no obviously suitable area of
woodland nearby. However this part of the reserves is surrounded by mature trees,
including oaks, which are arguably at the highest point in the village.

Bearing in mind the reserves are on clay not chalk, equally surprising is sightings
of Dingy Skippers, albeit none in 2013 probably reflecting the poor early summer
weather. Originally with the intention of creating more small bodies of water on the
reserves, a south-facing ditch was dug in Bloomer’s Field. Due to deep field drains
this has stayed dry but it has provided an excellent butterfly habitat. The bare clay,
sheltered position and introduction and colonisation of wild flowers such as Yellow
Rattle, Betony, Devil’s-bit Scabious and Knapweed have resulted in good numbers
of Essex and Small Skippers. The ditch is where Dingy Skipper and Brown Argus
have been recorded. Common Blue, Large Skipper are also often sighted here, plus
the occasional Small Copper.

The butterfly I most associate with the reserves is the Speckled Wood, probably
because it is so reliable and has a long season. In 2009 Speckled Woods made up
30% of reserve sightings. They can be seen nearly anywhere but enjoy the dappled
shade in parts of the butterfly garden and in Coldharbour Copse.
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UNLESS stated otherwise, walks start at 11am and last
until mid-afternoon. Lunch, drinks, walking boots,
sunscreen, hat and close-focusing binoculars are
advised. ALL are welcome, from newcomer to regular,
and novice to expert. There is no need to contact the
leader in advance. National Trust members can avoid
car park charges by displaying their membership sticker.
� Grid reference and postcode indicate meeting place.
� Contact details of leader, if not stated: inside-back page.
� For late changes, see http:/butterfly-conservation.org/49/in-your-area.html
� Mobile emergency call 112: wait 1 min; if no signal, turn 180o and retry.

If still no contact, text 112 (pre-register by texting register to 112).

APRIL
23 Wed Ham Riverlands TQ169731, TW10 7RS: car park south of Thames at

north end of Ham Street, Petersham. MORNING ONLY
Early flyers, e.g. Brimstone, Peacock Leader: Malcolm Bridge

27 Sun Merrow/Pewley Downs, Guildford TQ022499, GU1 2QP: car park on
right at top of High Path Rd or Grove Rd, off A246 Epsom Rd.
Early flyers, hopefully Green Hairstreak, spring Skippers Francis Kelly

MAY
4 Sun Denbies Hillside TQ141503, RH5 6SR: Ranmore NT car park east.

STEEP! Green Hairstreak, spring Skippers Phil Boys
6 Tue Sheepleas, West Horsley TQ088525, KT24 6AN: car park behind

St. Mary’s church, south side of A246 between East & West Horsley.
Green Hairstreak, spring Skippers Francis Kelly

7 Wed Hutchinson’s Bank TQ377619, CR0 9AD: Farleigh Dean Crescent,
off Featherbed Lane.
Downland species, incl. day-flying moths Malcolm Bridge

11 Sun Oaken Wood SU993338, GU8 4PG: branch reserve entrance via west
turning off Plaistow Rd. Wood White & early flyers Malcolm Bridge

18 Sun Blatchford Down, Abinger TQ114494, RH5 6SL: car park on west side of
Whitedown Lane, 600m south of Ranmore Common Rd.
Green Hairstreak, spring Skippers Francis Kelly

Field trips 2014
4-page pullout

Mike Weller
Field trips organiser

opportunity to continue pulling the Goldenrod and sowing Yellow Rattle in its place.
This was in fact the year’s second cut, because the one due in 2012 was delayed
until February 2013. On both occasions, despite the management plan stating
removal, the arisings were left in situ by the contractor because the Woodland Trust
claim they cannot afford to have this job done. The cut material then formed a heavy
“mulch” layer and much of it when raked would peel back like carpet, uncovering
damp ground and plants that had become etiolated.

Nevertheless, we (seven volunteers in total) took it upon ourselves to focus on
Sleepy Field raking and removing the arisings. This was also to avoid soil
enrichment which is detrimental to chalk grassland plants such as Kidney Vetch.
Furthermore, insects that are adapted to a chalk grassland habitat cannot cope with
the damp conditions caused by material being left and until the site owner decides to
remove arisings, Warren Farm continues to suffer under poor management. This
work continued into 2014 and showed the enormity of the task for what was only
one part of the site’s open grassland area.

The Kidney Vetch that I sowed in 2010, and flowered so well two years later,
sadly failed in 2013 but taught me how easily this plant is out-competed.
Nevertheless, I noticed young plants that I assumed were progeny from the previous
year’s flowers, so hopefully all is not lost. Graham Collins continued with clearing
ground to sow Kidney Vetch adjacent to a patch of healthy-looking seedlings he
sowed the year before. All this work is in a different area from Sleepy Field so it will
be interesting to see when the plants establish whether the Small Blues take it up.

We were delighted with the successful results of Peter Camber’s butterfly
recording work. This was a huge step towards ensuring that Warren Farm is
recognised now as a key site for both Small Blue and other butterfly species. The
essential Goldenrod pulling will continue and help is always welcome.
� If you would like to volunteer, please contact Graham Collins,
Surrey Macro-moth Recorder: 020 8688 4539; stigmella.aurella@tiscali.co.uk.
Park nearby in Seymour Ave in the west or Bramley Road in the south.

Warren Farm: Sleepy Field after the November cut. Graham Collins
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6 Sun TWO field trips, which can be taken separately or together.
10.00 Botany Bay SU978348, GU8 4YA: south side of High Street Green,
SE of Chiddingfold; 3km return walk to Triangle Meadow to find Purple
Emperor on the ground. Beware roadside ditches when parking!
13.30 Oaken Wood (see May 11): Woodland species Mike Weller

8 Tue Sheepleas, West Horsley see May 6: Purple Emperor Francis Kelly
10 Thu 10.30 Epsom Common TQ182611, KT18 7TR:

Stew Ponds car park south of Christ Church Rd. MORNING ONLY
Purple Emperor, White Admiral Alison Gilry 07736 962466

13 Sun Holmwood Common TQ182463, RH5 4DT: NT car park on brow of hill,
west side of road from Dorking to Newdigate. Afternoon visit to
Inholms Clay Pit TQ175474, RH5 4TU: park in Holmbury Drive.
Purple Emperor, Silver-washed Fritillary, White Admiral Mike Weller

15 Tue Broadstreet Common SU968509, GU2 8LW: Hartshill, Park Barn,
Guildford. From A323 Aldershot Rd turn west into Broad Street (heading
towards Wood Street village); after 250m, 2nd-left – Broadacres;
1st right – Wood Rise; keep right at roundabout into Barnwood Rd;
turn right at T-junction into Cabell Rd; 1st right into Hartshill.
Park carefully in residential street.
Wood and grassland species Francis Kelly

17 Thu Ashtead Common TQ179589, KT21 2DU: Ashtead Common estate
office; go over level crossing at Ashtead railway station, then left 200m
along Woodfield Rd. Park sensibly before level crossing or at far end of
Woodfield Rd. Purple Emperor, White Admiral Mike Weller

19 Sat 14.00 Walton Downs & Juniper Hill, Epsom TQ222578, KT18 5PP:
large car park inside racecourse at SE corner. Cross the course east of
grandstand at junction of Tattenham Corner Rd & Old London Rd then
follow the track round. Chalkhill Blue Mike Weller

20 Sun 10.30 Chobham Common SU965649, GU24 8TL:
Roundabout car park, junction B383 & B386. MORNING ONLY
Grayling Alan Hunt 01483 476901

22 Tue Headley Heath TQ204538, KT18 6NN: Main (not Brimmer) car park on
west side of B2033 Headley Common Rd, 200m south of Leech Lane.
STEEP. Purple Emperor, Silver-spotted Skipper Francis Kelly

24 Thu 9.14 Great Train Journey East TQ170501, RH4 1JA: VERY STEEP!
dep Dorking DEEPDENE 9.14, arr Betchworth 9.19 (you could join here).
6km walk via Betchworth & Brockham Chalk Pits and Box Hill Dukes,
ending at Stepping Stones NT free car park (TQ171513, RH5 6AE), which
is 600m south of Burford Bridge roundabout, east of A24. We advise to
park here and walk 1.4km (15min) south along A24 to Deepdene.
Or pay to park at Dorking main station or Dorking Halls, see Aug 9.
20+ species, incl Chalkhill Blue & Silver-spotted Skipper Mike Weller

25 Sun Denbies Hillside see May 4: STEEP!
Adonis Blue, Green Hairstreak, spring Skippers Phil Boys

29 Thu Norbury Park TQ146543, KT23 4BP: cul-de-sac end of Downs Way,
Fetcham, south of A246 Leatherhead to Guildford road. Park sensibly in
residential road. Downland species Mike Weller

JUNE
1 Sun Newlands Corner/Pewley Down, Guildford TQ043492, GU4 8SE:

car park west of A25. 9km return walk. Small Blue Francis Kelly

8 Sun 10.30 Howell Hill TQ236622, SM2 7HS: outside St Paul’s church at
roundabout junction of busy A232 and Northey Avenue, East Ewell.
Park considerately in residential roads (church service likely).
MORNING ONLY. Small Blue, orchids Peter Wakeham 0208 642 3002

11 Wed 10.30 Fairmile Common TQ117617, KT11 1BL: from Cobham take A307
towards Esher; after 2km turn left at Cobham International School; car park
300m on right. MORNING ONLY. Silver-studded Blue Mike Weller

15 Sun Hutchinson’s Bank see May 7: Small Blue Malcolm Bridge

18 Wed Brentmoor Heath SU938613, GU24 9PY: Red Road car park B311,
1st-left turn 275m west of A322 roundabout. MORNING ONLY
Silver-studded Blue, Dartford Warbler

Steve Proud (SWT) 07891 640140 & Mike Weller

22 Sun Box Hill TQ179513, KT20 7LB: NT car park opposite shop.
Beware cyclists! Dark Green Fritillary, orchids Mike Weller

24 Tue Mitcham Common TQ291678, CR4 1HT: Mill House car park,
Windmill Rd. White-letter Hairstreak Malcolm Bridge

26 Thu Whitmoor Common SU987542, GU3 3RN: car park at Jolly Farmer pub
(intended for Common & pub); from A320 north of Guildford, take
Burdenshott Rd NW for 1km.
Silver-studded Blue, Silver-washed Fritillary, White Admiral Francis Kelly

29 Sun Norbury Park TQ158524, RH5 6BQ: Crabtree Lane car park, 1.2km NW
of Box Hill & Westhumble station. Also access by train or bus (465 stops
Westhumble, A24, 1.6km walk). Down & woodland species Mike Weller

JULY
1 Tue Juniper Top, Box Hill TQ177529, RH5 6DF: Headley Lane car park,

500m east of Juniper Hall.
Dark Green Fritillary, Marbled White Francis Kelly

3 Thu Bookham Common TQ130557, KT23 3JG: NT Tunnel car park north of
Church Rd, 200m east of Bookham railway station.
Purple Emperor, Silver-washed Fritillary, White Admiral Mike Weller
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27 Sun Wimbledon Common TQ229724, SW19 5NR: Windmill Rd car park.
Bus stops nearby on A219 Wimbledon Park Side; toilets at cafe. 
Purple Hairstreak & grassland species Malcolm Bridge

29 Tue Reigate & Colley Hills TQ263523, RH2 9RP: Reigate Hill NT free car
park, SE of M25 junct 8; turn off A217 towards Gatton; immediately
signposted. Silver-spotted Skipper, Chalkhill Blue Mike Weller

AUGUST
2 Sat 10.30 ‘Vale End’, Tillingbourne valley, St Martha’s Hill, Albury Downs

TQ042478, GU5 9BE: we are invited to Vale End, John & Daphne
Foulsham’s home, north side of Chilworth Rd (A248), 0.5km west of
Albury. Park in field opposite on south side. After coffee & biscuits and
exploring the garden, we wander along the Tillingbourne valley then
steeply up onto the North Downs. Take picnic lunch. Return downhill for
afternoon tea & cakes. End 4pm. Chalkhill Blue Mike Weller

7 Thu Dawney Heath & Brookwood Cemetery SU946560, GU24 0JE:
Pirbright village green, Avenue de Cagney. Grayling Francis Kelly

9 Sat 9.47 Great Train Journey West TQ170501, RH4 7TY: VERY STEEP!
dep Dorking DEEPDENE 9.47, arr Gomshall 9.57 (you could join here);
10km return walk over some of the finest butterfly country on the Downs.
PARKING OPTIONS
Ashcombe Road, west end (TQ161500, RH4 1NB) is on return route,
1.3km (15 min) west of Deepdene: cross A24, turn right.
Dorking Main Station 250m north of Deepdene; c. £5 Malcolm Bridge

16 Sat TWO field trips, which can be taken separately or together.
10.30 Wisley Common TQ065589, GU23 6QA: Wren’s Nest car park,
north side of Wisley Lane, 850m from A3 north, beyond RHS gardens.
1.30 Boldermere TQ079583, KT11 1NA: Pond car park, 300m south of
the main car park, Old Lane, off A3 south.
Dragonflies (and Butterflies). WELLIES ADVISED Francis Kelly

17 Sun Box Hill see Jun 22: STEEP walk to Lower Viewpoint & Dukes area.
Blues, incl. Adonis (hopefully), Silver-spotted Skipper Phil Boys

20 Wed 10.30 Bookham Common see Jul 3: MORNING ONLY
Brown Hairstreak Mike Weller

24 Sun Denbies Hillside see May 4: STEEP!
Adonis & Chalkhill Blue, Silver-spotted Skipper Phil Boys

27 Wed 10.30 Bookham Common see Jul 3: MORNING ONLY
repeat visit for Brown Hairstreak Mike Weller

SEPTEMBER
2 Tue Merrow/Pewley Downs, Guildford see Apr 27: Brown Hairstreak; check

westernmost status of Adonis Blue & Silver-spotted Skipper Francis Kelly

TEMPERATURE in 2013 was a little below the
average for 1981-2010 but only two of the last 20

years were colder. The first six months of 2013 were
all below average, with March notably cold. A superb
July and a mild December made only a marginal
difference. Sunshine was about average (and within an
hour of 2012). But again only two of the last 20 years
were duller despite July hitting the records.

Rainfall was also about average but as usual hid
great month-to-month variability. Summer was the 9th-
driest on record with October and of course December
being notably wet. The late spring did nothing for those early butterflies, but the
year was more than rescued by the memorable summer. My personal memory was
seeing a pristine Clouded Yellow on Banstead Downs on October 30.

As everyone far and wide knows, we have suffered extremes of weather this
winter and it is only now (Feb 18) that there are, if only briefly, signs of calm. The
South West and South East have been particularly badly hit with Scotland perhaps
having a more typical winter. Frost and snow have been a rarity and anticyclones
have become an endangered species. The only pretence of a cold spell came at end
of November.

Of course it is the wind and rain that have made the headlines day after day with
politicians of all hues seen wading around in wellies. There seemed no end to a
conveyor belt of exceptionally deep depressions, many of which were spawned on
the Gulf Coast of the USA (where they have suffered their own extremes). To put it
into context, the total rainfall for just December and January of 372mm has been
exceeded for the full three months of winter only twice – 1914/15 and 1989/90. The
winter of 1914/15 was far in excess of any of the last 100 years until now. The
winter of 2013/14 will smash that record by a huge margin (in meteorological
terms). January 2014 was not just the wettest January but also the wettest month on
record in our part of the country.

What will all this do to butterflies this coming season? The quick answer is that
nobody knows, but here are a few considerations. Will all this wet do excessive
harm to predators? Our overwintering adults probably can cope fairly well, but what
of the other stages, especially caterpillars?

As far as humans are concerned, no doubt many a working party has been
cancelled and, given the high level of ground water, traditionally wet areas are going
to be awful for weeks to come. And the weather for the rest of the year? The unusual
strength and persistence of the jet stream has been blamed for the problems. It does
seem to get into a rut for weeks on end so that may be the best forecast for 2014.

Weather Watch David Gradidge

ENTER YOUR RECORDS ONLINE AT: www.surreybutterflies.org
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WWF thanks

though, there was a sense of pleasure at seeing this unpredictable visitor from
southern Europe.

The childlike delight of seeing something so elemental as any creature of beauty
can remain with us all of our lives. Let’s hope that the thrill of spotting a Clouded
Yellow is something that we can look forward to again in the Surrey countryside this
summer after we have come out of our own butterflying hibernation.

A BIG “Thank You” to members and friends who purchased
ex-WWF library books at the Branch and National AGMs
in 2013. This sale realised £300, which was gratefully
received by the World Wildlife Fund at their new
headquarters in Woking. Geoff Eaton

Buddleia: saint or sinner? Robert Edmondson

WHEN I encounter the general public on behalf of Butterfly Conservation
I often hear the comment: "We encourage butterflies by having a buddleia in

our garden." Admittedly buddleia (specifically Buddleia davidii) does attract
numerous butterflies, especially the colourful ones like Peacock, Red Admiral and
Small Tortoiseshell. Its nectar and scent will attract moths in the evening too. Thus it
contributes to a positive public interest in butterflies and their conservation.

However there are several other aspects which conservationists should consider.
B. davidii is a large, invasive alien brought to the UK from China in the late 19th
century. It was first reported in our countryside in 1922 in Wales and has spread
extensively since, crowding out biodiversity on our wildlife sites (including on our
local North Downs). It readily produces seeds, up to three million/bush, which can
remain viable for seven years or more. It is tolerant of high concentrations of
calcium and can grow on brickwork, rooftops and even take root inside chimneys!

DEFRA has estimated that the cost of necessary removal from buildings, bridges
and other structures to be nearly £1m p.a. In the USA states of Oregon and
Washington it is classified as a "noxious weed".

In November 2012 Butterfly Conservation itself published a position paper:
Buddleia and its Planting in the UK. Acknowledging both sides of the argument its
conclusions are:
Gardens: while noting that it is not important as a caterpillar foodplant, BC
recommends planting B. davidii as a nectar source but also advises that the bushes
are deadheaded after flowering, or cut back vigorously each year to prevent seed
dispersal and invasion of adjacent habitats.
Countryside: BC advises against planting in habitat recreation schemes or other
sites that are not managed and controlled. If it has become a problem it should be
removed in the same way as other invasive plants – i.e. by cutting and/or spray.

Thus B. davidii may be a saint in gardens (if managed properly) but it becomes a
sinner in the wider countryside. It depends on the location!

Clouded Yellows in 2013 Nigel Jackman

THERE are storm chasers, whale watchers, twitchers, and others who chase down
unusual events and rare species. Some butterfly enthusiasts might fall into the

same classification, seeking out a species not previously seen by them, choosing the
right location and time, and committing perhaps to many miles of travel.

In The Great British Butterfly Safari (2003) and The Butterfly Isles (2010) Robin
Page and Patrick Barkham respectively describe their quests to track down in just
one year all 59 species in the British Isles. A few migrants do not surrender
themselves easily to sighting or to the annual tick list, their presence, numbers and
sometimes their distribution being especially uncertain.

One such butterfly is the Clouded
Yellow. Since acquiring an interest in
butterflies and joining Butterfly
Conservation a few years ago, I made
good progress in seeing the majority of
Surrey species, but each year the
Clouded Yellow eluded me in the
absence of a “Clouded Yellow year”. As
one summer ended, and then the next, it
was a serious disappointment for me not
to see this iconic butterfly, compensated
only by my equally serious pleasure at
witnessing “Waxwing Winters”, when
large numbers of these beautiful birds –
equally unpredictable migrants –
overwintered here in large numbers.

Hope dawned in 2013 as there were
early sightings at Hutchinson’s Bank.
Later arrivals and second-brood Clouded
Yellows ensured that many Surrey enthusiasts saw one or more. Certainly there were
plenty of reports between June and October from diverse locations, including from
Branch field trips to the North Downs, Bookham Common and Brookwood
Cemetery. There were some reported sightings of up to ten individuals, and 12 at
Clockhouse Brickworks, Capel on August 31.

After my own first encounter, on August 4 near Chipstead Bottom (the pale female
form, helice, no less), I worried that this might be my only one of the year as I was
off to Cornwall the next week. What an unexpected pleasure it was to see a Clouded
Yellow almost 300 miles away, near to Penzance, and another close to St Ives.

On returning to Surrey I continued to see Clouded Yellows, a modest number in
all, but to me a veritable abundance. On occasions they were at rest and oblivious to
my close proximity, but on others they simply demonstrated their distinctive strength
and urgency of flight, speeding by so quickly as to leave me trailing. Each time

Clouded Yellow female (helice) at
Chipstead Bottom in August. NJ
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many butterfly watchers, and lead the way for others to refine and extend the science
presented. There is certainly much more to be said.
� Gilded Butterflies runs for 50 minutes. It costs £19.99 + £2 postage from:
Pemberley Books, 18 Bathurst Walk, Iver, Bucks SL0 9AZ. 01753 631114

www.pemberleybooks.com
� To win a copy of Gilded Butterflies
How many verified butterfly records were made on Surrey’s 47 transects in 2013?
Please email you answer to surreybranch@gmail.com by April 30.
Nearest correct answer will be the winner. In the event of a tie, the winner will be
the answer received first. Competition is open to all branch members except past and
present committee members and their families. Editor’s decision is final.

Flight of the Butterflies Ken Willmott

BRYAN CENEY, branch member and an excellent butterfly artist, alerted me to an
exceptional 3D film on the migration of the Monarch butterfly showing at the

Imax cinema near Waterloo Station. Flight of the Butterflies sounded just the tonic I
needed with the winter months fast approaching.

It is a magnificent, inspirational film, which I thoroughly recommend. After a first
viewing with Bryan, I had to go back for a second experience, this time with my
wife, who was equally impressed. Although I have never been to Mexico to observe
the phenomenon of their overwintering grounds, I have experienced Danaus
plexippus in Tenerife and the USA, where I have seen females egg-laying on
Milkweed and also found larvae.

The Monarch is perhaps the greatest butterfly ambassador. Its 4,000km migration
to Mexico from the U.S. northern states and southern states of Canada never fails to
enthral the general public and naturalists alike. Its image occurs on a diverse array of
items, from greeting cards to clothing. My large collection of butterfly postage
stamps has Monarch items from around the world, including countries where the
Monarch does not occur. There can be identification errors, perhaps most frequently
involving the Common Tiger, Danaus genutia, an Indian butterfly that has a white
band bisecting the upper apical area but is otherwise similar.

My last 3D experience was a Laurel and Hardy film, using flimsy cardboard
glasses, red for one eye and green for the other! Different today, with single-colour
lenses and plastic frames. If you suffer from vertigo like myself (I can feel dizzy
wearing thick socks), beware the scenic views showing what the Monarch in flight
must experience, but it does not take long to become acclimatised. The experience of
dozens of Monarch butterflies seemingly fluttering around you almost makes you
want to reach out and touch! The technology gives the viewer the feeling of riding on
the body of the butterfly.

Illegal logging in the overwintering area and increasingly intensive farming in the
mid U.S, which is depleting the larval foodplant, are two of the most serious threats
to the Monarch’s migration. The film addresses these issues but does not depress the
audience by dwelling on them.

Gilded Butterflies John Banks (branch member)

Ifirst photographed a butterfly, a
beautiful red, yellow and white

Jezebel (Delias pasithoe) on a big
poinsettia bush in north India in 1961
using one of the first single lens reflex
cameras and a close-up lens. When I
left India in 1963 I had over 400
transparencies which, with
encouragement from the staff at the
Natural History Museum, I showed at
a meeting of the South London Natural
History Society.

From about 1970 I started filming,
using a 16mm clockwork Bolex and
then, encouraged by world-renowned
Bernard d’Abrera, an electric one with a
power-operated zoom. In 1995, when
that became too costly, I switched to
analogue video, and then to digital
MiniDV, which my wife, Pat, and I are
still using today in our Canon film cameras.

Pat was brought up near Farnham, and over the years Bentley Station has been our
starting point for summer excursions from our home in North London, to Alice Holt
Woods, especially of course to film the Purple Emperor.

Our first butterfly film, made entirely from 16mm Kodachrome, was published in
1995. Nine others, on the butterflies of different countries, followed more or less
annually up to 2006, all using a tripod, and one using Hi-8 analogue video, after 8
weeks in the Amazon rainforest in Peru.

In 2009 I started what was intended to be a short film of the most impressive clips
we had taken. But it needed a story line. After I had read Seven Deadly Colours by
Andrew Parker, on colour generation in animals, and shown him some clips, I
decided to make a film which scientifically examined butterfly colours and how they
are made. That meant reviewing our worldwide collection of film, looking at it
afresh to see what every clip might show about the nature of butterfly colours.

Colour is a fascinating subject, so important to the continuation of life in all
animals and plants. The butterflies, with origins around 100 million years ago, are
like living fossils, as precious as any of the rare metals of our planet. Shakespeare
called them “gilded”, whence the title of this film. It’s the first film on this subject
and draws on recent research by contributors in many countries.

It’s a film by an amateur, interested in beauty, and science, and the history of
science. It aims to delight and surprise as well as inform. So I hope it will please
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To continue his campaign for butterfly-friendly gardening,
ROBERT EDMONDSON offers his latest composition.

A verse to weeds
I’ll tell the tale of Derek Deed, whose hatred of each garden weed,
was all-embracing and intense. The wild flowers by his garden fence,
could never have the slightest chance, of playing a part in life’s great dance.
Nor of adding colour to the scene. “My garden edges will be clean,
and free from plants I have not grown.” He’d say in a determined tone.

“With a regular and maintained border, and a pleasing geometric order,
unwanted plants I will suppress, my garden will not be a mess.
The only good weed is deceased. I’ll prove that I’m a man, not beast,
by showing who is in control, extermination is my goal.

“My main objection, far from crazy, is to ensure that not one daisy,
will show its face upon my lawn, at sunset, midday, or at dawn.
I’ll keep the dandelions at bay, by digging out and toxic spray.
I won’t put out the welcome mat, for them and that is simply that.
It’s worth the work, it’s worth the fuss, what have those wild weeds done for us?”

That is the question I suppose, and this is how the answer goes.
Although exceptions can be made, some noxious plants do fail the grade,
like those that come from foreign shores, with pathogenic fungal spores.

Weeds give our butterflies a space, for propagation of their race.
Supporting predator and friend, their benefaction has no end.
By adding to the living web, variety will never ebb.
So refrain from all that pointless toil. You poison weeds, you poison soil.

From weeds come all our basic crops. In weedy soils erosion stops.
Remember most of what we need, originated in a weed.
The medicines, vitamins, and drugs, to counter illnesses and bugs.
And it is usually the case –

WEEDS ARE WILD FLOWERS IN THE WRONG PLACE!

Poets’ CornerMore positively, the film encourages allowing Milkweed to prosper in gardens; the
filming of the early stages is done in a garden, even showing the pupa hanging
underneath a wooden bench and important nectar resources being used. The
photography of the early stages is magnificent: hatching eggs, chomping larvae, and
especially the rarely illustrated internal organs of the pupa and its development.

The story unfolds of Canadian Fred Urquhart’s long study of Monarch migration,
and by 1940, with wife Norah, he had developed sticky “alar” tags that stayed glued
to the leading edge of the forewings throughout the butterfly’s perilous journey south.
Urquhart’s searches in Texas ended in disappointment, but in January 1975,
volunteers Ken Brugger and his Mexican wife Catalina Aguado discovered the
amazing overwintering grounds in Mexico. Their excited phone call to Fred saying:
“We’ve found it!” was one of
several emotional scenes which
will impact particularly on young
audiences and the general public.

Especially dramatic was the
scene where the Bruggers were
driving in torrential rain, with the
road ahead littered with dead
Monarchs and their windscreen
wipers clogged with the butterflies.

Mexico celebrates an annual
“Day of the Dead” holiday in
autumn, when Monarchs passing
through in large numbers were
believed to be the spirits of the
dead. The Bruggers followed the
Monarchs into the Transvolcanic
Mountains of Michoacan State and at 10,000ft they came across the amazing sight of
millions of congregating Monarchs covering many of the Oyamel fir trees.

After all his years of Monarch research, Fred Urquhart, then over 60, travelled to
Mexico and his climb to the site produced another emotional moment – millions of
Monarchs! In a remarkable finale, Fred, who died in 2002 aged 90, sat on a log in an
open area littered with dead Monarchs, but with masses still flying. Then he spotted a
dead Monarch with a white wing-tag – proof of the 4,000km journey from Canada.

In early spring the Mexican Monarchs fly north. Mated females deposit eggs en
route, reaching Texas before dying and leaving the next generation to continue the
northward journey and a further brood. It is only the final brood of Monarchs that has
the urge and capacity to undertake the huge return journey south.

For me one of the most inspiring scenes was a disturbed Monarch mass ascending
in slow motion from the upper branches of an Oyamel fir into the clear blue sky.
The stuff of dreams – my dreams anyway. If the film shows again at the Waterloo
Imax or elsewhere – be there or be square!
� More details: www.flightofthebutterflies.com/home

Male Monarch in Madeira, Jan 2014. Mike Weller
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The Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey (WCBS) is a partnership between
BTO and Butterfly Conservation to monitor butterfly abundance throughout the UK.
To ensure there is no bias in the results, 1km squares are chosen randomly and
allocated to each branch. To minimise the recording effort, transects are walked
twice a year in July and August, and ideally also in May and June (four walks max).
Many thanks to the volunteers who walked WCBS transects in 2013. Hopefully you
will be able to monitor the same sites in 2014. However we urgently need more
volunteers. Please contact Harry Clarke if you can help with any of these squares:
SU8736 Grayshott SU8737 Hindhead SU8960 Camberley SU9038 Thursley
SU9133 Grayswood SU9351 Normandy SU9364 Windlesham SU9647 Compton
SU9951 Guildford TQ0071 Egham TQ1144 Holmbury St Mary
TQ2654 Lower Kingswood TQ2657 Kingswood
TQ3279 Elephant & Castle TQ3378 Walworth TQ4352 Limpsfield Chart

Maps will be provided. Some routes have been walked before; others will need the
route to be defined. www.ukbms.org/wider_countryside_reporting_visit.aspx

Site monitoring by Transects
THE UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (UKBMS) is the gold standard for
monitoring butterflies at a site. Transects, typically 2-4km, are walked once a week,
for 26 weeks between April and September. This provides detailed data on
abundance and flight times, which can be accurately compared against previous
years at the site. A single-species transect is a time-saving variation focusing on a
single (or few) key species.

Because of the way the sites are chosen, this data does not provide a picture for
Surrey as a whole, but rather the state of butterflies at hotspots. Many thanks to all
the volunteers who walked transects during 2013. Some people have been doing this
for many years, and inevitably a few are retiring. Transects that need new volunteers
include: Banstead Downs, Box Hill, Denbies Hillside, Oaken Wood

It would be nice if these important transects could be continued as the long series
of data is very informative. Please consider helping, even if only part-time.
Monitoring of Wood Whites at Oaken Wood would be especially welcome.

Site Champions
BECOME a site champion by monitoring your local patch. Some sites are already
well monitored but we need to know the state of butterflies away from the hotspots.

Four years of records are required to confirm a breeding colony, and four years of
no records to confirm a loss. It is only by continuous monitoring that we know what
butterflies are present and in what numbers. To ensure all species are recorded a
number of visits are required throughout the season during suitable weather.

Get to know the site and understand the habitat. Butterflies need somewhere to
roost, somewhere to take nectar (different length probosces require different types of
flowers), and suitable larval foodplants. The habitat will determine what butterflies
could be present. For example, if Elm is present it is well worth searching for White-
letter Hairstreaks during their flight period. � continued next page

Your records are needed
IF you care about conserving butterflies then you should care about submitting your
butterfly records. All your records are important. We need to know what is
happening to the distribution and abundance of butterflies throughout the county. If
we don’t have the records, then we can’t conserve important colonies.

Every record counts. It is only when all records are combined that a picture of the
state of Surrey’s butterflies can be understood. All records need to be confirmed, so
the more independent sightings that are recorded the better.

The two big questions we need answering are: What is the current distribution of
butterflies? What is their abundance? Butterflies are indicator species in that they
respond quickly to a changing environment. So we need to constantly monitor them
to understand what is happening and to direct conservation and research effort where
it can have the most effect. Without monitoring we don’t know what is going on and
we will end up losing more species from Surrey.
Distribution
WE need to know the current state of the distribution of butterflies in Surrey. While
some species, such as the Brimstone and Large White, wander over large areas,
some are sedentary and we need to know where their colonies are.

Have we lost the Meadow Brown from parts of Surrey? Or has no one submitted
their sightings? This is a common species that should be found throughout the
county but the Atlas showed some apparent losses. Have we lost the Glanville
Fritillary from Wrecclesham? There were no records in 2013 so any records in 2014
would be most welcome.

To monitor the changing distribution of butterflies, the Butterflies for the New
Millennium (BNM) scheme operates five-year surveys of Britain and Ireland in
order to assess change, inform conservation and stimulate research. The current
survey runs from 2010-2014, so 2014 is a vital year for recording.

The Surrey Atlas showed that 90% of Surrey is under-recorded. Please submit all
your sightings to the County Recorder. In particular areas away from the hotspots
need records. We need to ensure as much as possible of Surrey has been recorded for
2010-2014. Records from your local patch would help greatly.
Abundance
WE need to know the abundance of butterflies throughout Surrey. Many factors
affect butterfly abundance, including climate, predators and habitat. The cold, wet
2012 had a big effect on abundance, making it the worst year on record. Fortunately,
with better weather in 2013, most species bounced back.

The Holly Blue has a relationship with its parasitoid over a seven year cycle. The
peaks and troughs in their numbers can be seen in the Atlas. However, we need to
know what effect habitat change is having on butterflies, so maybe we can do
something about it before Surrey loses another species.

Recording Strategy for 2014 Harry Clarke
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Grid References
CONFUSED by Ordnance Survey grid references? Grid references have three parts.
The first consists of two letters which defines a 100km square. In Surrey, grid
references beginning with SU define an area to the west of the county, which
includes Guildford and Farnham. Grid references beginning with TQ define the east,
which includes Dorking, Reigate, Croydon, and Kingston-upon-Thames.

The digits following the two letters define a square within the 100km square.
The number of digits defines its size: 2 digits = 10km square, 4 digits = 1km,
6 digits = 100m, 10 digits = 1m (what a GPS displays).

Squares are numbered from left to right (0 = left, 5 = middle, 9 =right), and then
bottom to top (0 = bottom, 5 = middle, 9 = top). The extreme west of Surrey is thus
SU8x and the extreme east is TQ4x. The extreme south of Surrey is SUx3 or TQx3
and the extreme north is either SUx7 or TQx8 (in 10km squares).

For example, the 1km square SU9033 is close to Haslemere in the south-west of
the county; TQ3265 is close to Croydon in the north-east.

For butterflies, records are submitted within each monad (1km square), and
preferably with a six figure grid reference of the site centroid, e.g. TQ123456 (which
incidentally is in Abinger Common). Some sites, such as Denbies Hillside, cover
several monads. For further information see:
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/support/the-national-grid.html

A number of websites will help with finding a grid reference, such as:
www.streetmap.co.uk (also converts post code to grid reference)
wtp2.appspot.com/wheresthepath.htm

Alternatively, use a GPS. Many smartphones have GPS capability these days. Or
of course, an Ordnance Survey map, the Explorer series being best.

DATA from all transects is on www.ukbms.org/mydata
login: Surrey branch; password: Br1mst0ne (use cap B, one & zero).

Go to Annual Summary; choose the year; in the “Filter by recorder” box select
“All recorders” and wait for data from all UK sites to be displayed.
In the “Filter by site” box you can then select individual sites.
In the “View” box select “summary data” or any of the other options.
� For more details, go to: www.ukbms.org/sSites.aspx and select a transect site.
At the bottom of each site, select “Species list” to view all butterflies; click on each
butterfly to see its site data. Select “Species count” to view each year.

� Surrey transects in 2013: pages 38-42

Transect data online

1 2 3 4 5a 5b 5c 6

Date Location Grid ref. Species Adult Male Fem Comment
11 Jul 2014 Box Hill TQ1751 Ringlet 20 10 Fresh

ABUNDANCERECORDING EXAMPLEBig Butterfly Count
COUNTING butterflies for 15 minutes on a sunny day enables nature’s pulse to be
taken. This is something that everyone should be able to help with. The 2014
Big Butterfly Count will take place from Sat, July 19 to Sun, August 10. Submit
your results to www.bigbutterflycount.org. There are apps for smartphones.
First Sightings
BUTTERFLY Conservation’s website lists earliest sightings of resident and common
migrant butterflies at butterfly-conservation.org/52/first-sightings-2014.html
If you are lucky enough to see an unusually early butterfly, report it to me, the
County Recorder. If accepted it will be added to the list.
Migrants
BUTTERFLY Conservation is running an online project to map the arrival, spread
and departure of migrant insects. 2013 was a poor year for the Painted Lady, but a
very good one for Humming-bird Hawk-moths.
Report your sightings of both to: butterfly-conservation.org/612/migrant-watch.html
How to submit records
See above for WCBS, UKBMS transects, Big Butterfly Count, Migrant Watch.
As County Recorder I receive all these records so there is no need to duplicate them.
All other records should be submitted directly to me.
� Preferred formats are:
1 Branch website at www.surreybutterflies.org/butterflyrecording.php
2 Extract from Recorder 6, passing ownership of records to me.
3 Excel spreadsheet.
4 Paper forms and other formats: please contact me first.
� Information to include in your records: 1 Date, 2 Location,
3 Grid reference (6 figures), 4 Species name, 5 Number seen, 6 Comments
� Unless qualified, number seen is assumed to mean Abundance Adult. However, it
is always useful to receive additional information such as:
1 Adult (sex not identified), 2 Male, 3 Female, 4 Mating pair, 5 Ovum, 6 Larva,
7 Pupa, 8 Nectar source – adult seen feeding, 9 Larval food plant – larvae seen
eating, 10 Oviposition site – plant on which eggs were laid.

All records are validated so if you have an unusual sighting please provide as
much evidence as possible. Rare migrants may require a photograph or independent
sightings by someone else. For butterflies flying outside their normal flight period,
or away from their normal habitat, please do check your identification.

CONTACTS
Harry Clarke, County Recorder First sightings, WCBS, general records

Francis Kelly, Transect Coordinator Transects & training

� RECORDING: from previous page
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TQ226771 Richard Bullock 21 1996
TQ289680 Paul Moorhouse 19 1994

TQ377573 Nore Hill, Woldingham
SWT

June Wakefield
Brian Thomas

28 2000

TQ195547 Nower Wood, Headley
SWT

Dick Beasley
Julia Edwards

17 2010

SU992338 John Buckley 19 1995

TQ268584 Park Downs, Banstead
Banstead Commons Conservators

Jill Hall
Roger Hawkins

26 1998

TQ009489 Peter Curnock
Francis Kelly

27 2005

SU990554 Prey Heath, Woking BC Howard Street 12 2006
TQ316536 Vince Massimo

Geoff Hewlett
28 2008

TQ192739 Richmond Park, Royal Parks Ray Garrett 18 2003
TQ328602 Mick Rowland

Matt Johnson
24 1990

TQ337594 Andrew Scott
Barry Gutteridge

27 2000

TQ309629 Roundshaw Downs
Sutton BC

Dave Warburton
Peter Trew

Peter Wakeham
Hendryk Jurk

20 2007

SU985558 Smarts Heath, Woking BC Howard Street 10 2006
TQ355682 Malcolm Bridge 17 1998
SU913327 Matt Bramich 21 2002
TQ344726 Daniel Greenwood

& volunteers
16 2010

SU905400 Doug & Penny Boyd 13 2013
TQ228727 Gay Carr 22 2005

SU928405 Witley Common, NT Margaret Tomsett 21 2005

New walks for 2014
TQ187620 Horton CP

Epsom & Ewell BC
2010

TQ232629 Warren Farm, Ewell
Woodland Trust

Peter Camber

Pete Howarth &
Countryside team

Mitcham Common A
MC Conservators for Merton BC

Oaken Wood, Chiddingfold
Butterfly Conservation

Quarry Hangers, Caterham
SWT

Riddlesdown NR, Kenley
CL
Riddlesdown Quarry, Kenley, CL

Swan Barn Farm, Haslemere, NT
Sydenham Hill Wood
& Cox's Walk, Dulwich, LWT

South Norwood CP, Croydon BC

Wimbledon Common
Commons Conservators

Thursley Common, Natural England

London Wetland Centre, WWT

Pewley Down
PD Volunteers for Guildford BC

� TRANSECT WALKERS are urgently needed for all sites, notably:
Banstead Downs, Box Hill, Denbies Hillside, Denbies Landbarn, Oaken Wood.
� You can take over or share an existing transect, deputise when a main walker is
unavailable because of holidays etc, or even set up your own transect.
� Training is available. Please contact branch coordinator Francis Kelly.

TQ179592
   Manager

Sarah Barton
Shaun Waddell

20 2002

TQ257614 Derek A. Coleman 24 1986

SU823409 Philippa Hall
Alison Bosence

Anne Tutt

17 2008

TQ204514 Betchworth Quarry
Surrey Wildlife Trust (SWT)

Steve Glasspool
Martin D'Arcy
Andrea Neal

25 2012

TQ103485 Cathy Mead 30 2013

TQ185510 Box Hill Dukes
NT

Peter Creasey
Nick Unwin

Jim & Janet Howell

25 1994

TQ180510 Janet Cheney 25 1994
TQ176521 Box Hill Zig Zag, NT Janet Cheney 25 1994
TQ197510 Brockham Lime Kilns, SWT Steve Glasspool

Graham Manning
25 2013

SU975657 Chobham Common NE, SWT 20 2002
SU974633 Paul Wheeler 23 2004
TQ325570 Coulsdon Common, CL Andrew Scott 19 1990
TQ154500 Denbies Hillside, Dorking

NT
Duncan Greig

Phil Boys
23 1988

TQ134498 Gail Jeffcoate
Graham Revill

27 2002

TQ188606 Alison Gilry
Gill Sanders

24 2009

TQ118617 Dave Page 25 2006
SU840480 Richard Burgess 21 2004
TQ300575 Gill Peachey 23 1990
TQ093484 Hackhurst Down, Gomshall, NT 23 1988
TQ309567 Happy Valley, Coulsdon

Croydon BC
Nick Press

Dominic North
23 2000

TQ195534 Headley Heath, NT Donna Dawson 26 1990
TQ177459 Holmwood Common, NT Lucy Halahan 20 2012
TQ239619 Howell Hill, Ewell

SWT
Richard Donovan

 Rachael Thornley
24 2002

TQ380617 Martin Wills 31 1997

SU979399 Hydon Heath, Godalming, NT Julie Steele 14
TQ332585 Kenley Common, CL Bill Bessant 22 1990
TQ387442 Lingfield Wildlife Area B

LWA Association
John Madden

Ray Baker
20 2002

Audrey & David Moss

Amanda McCormick

Box Hill Viewpoint, NT

Denbies Landbarn B, Dorking
NT

Farthing Downs, Coulsdon, CL

Chobham Common South, SWT

Farnham Park, Friends of FP

Surrey transects 2013Grid ref
1st

year
Species 

Walkers         in 2013 
Ashtead Common B
City of London Commons (CL)

Blatchford Down, Abinger
National Trust (NT)

Fairmile Common, Elmbridge BC
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14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23
4 5 6 3 2 5 3 2 1 1 3 1 Small Tortoiseshell
13 7 9 18 12 10 5 9 8 5 2 1 3 Brimstone
2 8 5 11 7 6 9 2 3 1 1 1 1 Comma
4 3 1 9 19 15 9 4 1 1 1 1 1 Peacock
6 12 33 47 74 78 38 61 64 43 15 15 7 Small White
2 28 16 30 30 22 18 27 18 15 3 1 4 Large White
2 1 1 2 1 2 5 5 2 1 1 Red Admiral
17 24 16 11 12 24 14 21 56 36 24 45 20 Speckled Wood
50 76 85 31 20 15 14 34 33 51 19 8 9 Small Heath
6 Dingy Skipper

1 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 Holly Blue
Orange-tip

1 4 7 12 13 12 11 14 11 9 4 2 2 Green-veined White
1 Green Hairstreak
1 1 Grizzled Skipper
2 1 8 7 4 5 5 8 4 4 1 10 6 Small Copper
18 11 1 1 5 1 Small Blue
13 22 5 20 49 105 65 115 90 54 17 12 5 Common Blue
71 128 228 290 229 301 264 224 175 116 59 31 26 Meadow Brown

Glanville Fritillary
Wood White

6 5 10 15 8 Adonis Blue
4 3 7 7 7 7 7 14 12 4 2 1 Brown Argus

5 9 6 8 5 4 1 Clouded Yellow
11 14 15 25 9 6 4 2 3 2 Large Skipper

1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 Painted Lady
161 156 32 37 1 2 Silver-studded Blue
39 84 184 112 24 4 1 1 2 Marbled White
100 163 273 146 35 16 9 19 11 Ringlet
11 24 37 21 5 6 2 1 Dark Green Fritillary
1 12 27 134 12 2 4 2 1 Small Skipper
14 89 158 135 25 10 4 2 1 1 Small/Essex Skip
1 2 4 5 4 7 6 1 Essex Skipper
2 7 4 5 8 1 1 1 White Admiral
1 5 9 7 7 10 7 5 4 1 Silver-washed Frit

6 100 230 99 130 61 22 24 7 Gatekeeper
1 63 3308 2550 2197 1421 576 162 111 5 9 2 Chalkhill Blue
1 1 4 4 5 29 9 3 Purple Hairstreak

2 22 34 22 21 45 19 22 13 3 4 Grayling
1 1 Purple Emperor

1 43 31 40 33 11 6 Silver-spotted Skip

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER 2013

� Brown & White-letter Hairstreaks: no transect records

Week number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24
Small Tortoiseshell 2 4 11 8 5 2 1 2 1 1 1 1

Brimstone 1 13 18 42 39 43 24 16 25 15 7 28 10
Comma 1 7 8 6 9 4 5 1 3 3 2 1 1
Peacock 3 8 11 13 5 9 6 4 4 3 2 1
Small White 1 3 20 21 13 15 14 14 10 7 4
Large White 1 3 2 5 4 5 4 24 5 6 3
Red Admiral 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3
Speckled Wood 1 4 14 8 8 9 10 9 19 24
Small Heath 21 1 6 19 29 57 29 41 45
Dingy Skipper 7 2 6 30 40 27 15 10 5
Holly Blue 5 3 4 3 3 3 3 1 1
Orange-tip 3 12 9 9 8 4 7 1 4
Green-veined White 2 9 4 10 17 6 12 8 3 2
Green Hairstreak 2 2 1 2 2 5 5 2
Grizzled Skipper 1 2 3 3 3 4 2 1
Small Copper 2 1 2 2 2 4 2
Small Blue 1 3 6 8 10 39 25
Common Blue 2 19 35 31 47 24
Meadow Brown 18 2 2 22
Glanville Fritillary 1 1 1
Wood White 1 1 1
Adonis Blue 43 5 5 8
Brown Argus 5 5 5 2
Clouded Yellow 1 1
Large Skipper 2 7
Painted Lady 2 2
Silver-studded Blue 30
Marbled White 18
Ringlet 10
Dark Green Fritillary 3
Small Skipper 3
Small/Essex Skipper 1
Essex Skipper
White Admiral
Silver-washed Fritillary
Gatekeeper
Chalkhill Blue
Purple Hairstreak
Grayling
Purple Emperor
Silver-spotted Skipper

Surrey transects: top single count in each week

2013 APRIL MAY JUNE
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2000-12
Date Site All Surrey

Chalkhill Blue Jul 28 Denbies Landbarn B 3,308 1,681
Meadow Brown Aug 05 Park Downs 301 846
Ringlet Jul 15 Park Downs 273 412
Gatekeeper Jul 22 Mitcham Common A 230 222
Marbled White Jul 15 Pewley Down 184 190
Silver-studded Blue Jul 05 Fairmile Common 161 268
Small/Essex Skipper Jul 18 Mitcham Common A 158 450
Small Skipper Jul 22 Quarry Hangers NR 134 156
Common Blue Aug 20 Blatchford Down 115 127
Small Heath Jul 18 Blatchford Down 85 123
Small White Aug 08 Blatchford Down 78 82
Speckled Wood Aug 31 Epsom Common 56 79
Grayling Aug 23 Chobham Common NE 45 56
Adonis Blue Jun 05 Denbies Landbarn B 43 600
Brimstone May 06 Riddlesdown NR 43 42
Silver-spotted Skipper Aug 02 Box Hill Viewpoint 43 99
Dingy Skipper May 27 Denbies Landbarn B 40 53
Small Blue Jun 17 Hutchinson's Bank 39 129
Dark Green Fritillary Jul 15 Box Hill Viewpoint 37 19
Large White Jul 26 Blatchford Down 30 147
Purple Hairstreak Aug 13 Wimbledon Common 29 18
Large Skipper Jul 22 Riddlesdown NR 25 54
Peacock Aug 01 Chobham Common NE 19 32
Green-veined White May 26 South Norwood CP 17 41
Brown Argus Aug 27 Headley Heath 14 67
Orange-tip May 02 South Norwood CP 12 17
Comma Jul 24 Holmwood Common 11 15
Small Tortoiseshell Apr 20 Quarry Hangers NR 11 47
Silver-washed Fritillary Aug 08 Box Hill Zig Zag 10 40
Small Copper Sep 18 Richmond Park 10 61
Clouded Yellow Aug 07 Hutchinson's Bank 9 8
White Admiral Aug 01 Holmwood Common 8 19
Essex Skipper Aug 10 Lingfield Wildlife Area 7 66
Green Hairstreak May 27 Denbies Landbarn B 5 16
Holly Blue Apr 25 Blatchford Down 5 18
Red Admiral Aug 18 Hydon Heath 5 12
Grizzled Skipper Jun 04 Hutchinson's Bank 4 12
Painted Lady Jun 17 Hutchinson's Bank 2 148
Glanville Fritillary May 27 Hutchinson's Bank 1 6
Purple Emperor Jul 16 Epsom Common 1 2
Wood White May 27 Oaken Wood 1 18
White-letter Hairstreak - Wingate Hill 2000 - 3
Brown Hairstreak - Howell Hill 2010 - 2

Top single transect count 2013   Red is 21st-century best

ISAW just one Indian Red Admiral in Madeira in January. Vanessa indica is
unknown between India & Canaries/Madeira and my individual (above) was an

aberrant, having atypical red markings on the forewing and lack of black dots on
the hindwing. The underside was also aberrant. Monarch (see page 32) was the
commonest butterfly I saw. The most unexpected was Lang’s Short-tailed Blue –
not known from the Atlantic islands according to the Collins Guide (2008
edition). Other species seen: Red Admiral, Small White, Clouded Yellow,
Speckled Wood (southern type, not Madeiran). Mike Weller

Events help
PHIL BOYS, who sells BC goods and promotes the branch at half a dozen events
throughout Surrey, would welcome any help. Early bookings:
Jun 22 SWT BioBlitz, Newlands Corner
Jul 6 Brickfields Country Park Fun Day, Aldershot
Jly 26-27 Wildlife Festival, Juniper Hall
Oct 4 Amateur Entomologists’ Society Exhibition & Trade Fair, Kempton

UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme online: 2013 examples
Adonis, all sites: www.ukbms.org/SpeciesListbyYear.aspx?speciesId=70&year=2013
Adonis at Denbies Landbarn B:

www.ukbms.org/SpeciesbySites.aspx?speciesId=70&siteId=2053
Denbies Landbarn B, all butterflies:

www.ukbms.org/SiteListbyYear.aspx?siteId=2053&year=2013
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Mr S Acland................SW15
Miss L Alexander ........SW4
Mr & Mrs C Baker

Thames Ditton
Mrs S Bamford ....Coulsdon
Mr H Barnard ........Dorking
Mrs T Bawden ......Tadworth
Miss C Beacham ..Cranleigh
Mrs D Bennett

Carshalton Beeches
Miss C Blowers

South Croydon
Mr & Mrs D Brighton

Woking
Mr W Bryant

Kingston upon Thames
Mrs S Cardew-Smith

Ashtead
Mr G Catt ..........Beddington
Ms H Chadwick..........SW11
Mr P Charles..................SE9
Miss F M A Charman SW11
Mr & Mrs A Clark

& family ............Wallington
Ms J Clarke,

Mr G Richardson
& family ..................Sutton

Mrs J Cobbald ............SE25
Mr & Mrs S Cooper

& family ..............Ash Vale
Miss C Corbett ........Dorking
Mr T Coulson ..........Cobham
Ms S Court ..........Richmond
Miss C Cowen ......Guildford
Mr P Cox ....................Sutton
Miss R Cullen ........Mitcham
Mrs R Davies ..........Farnham
Mr A G Davies........Farnham
Mr & Mrs A de Mestre

& family ....................SW6
Miss C Donachie ..........SE15
Ms S Downey ........Coulsdon
Mr M Dressel ............Staines
Mr O Dring ................SW13
Miss S Edwards ......Dorking

Mr P Edwards ............Oxted
Mrs J Edwards ..Weybridge
Mr P Elliott..........Haslemere
Ms D Fielding ............Epsom
Mr T Flanagan

Walton-on-Thames
Mrs E Fox-Packer ..Frimley
Miss J Frank ............Egham
Mr D Garlik ............Dorking
Mr L Gaul............Carshalton
Mr R German ......Coulsdon
Mrs C Gray ..........Guildford
Miss L Green ........Guildford
Dr D Greenway..............SE1
Ms C Hallensleben

& Mr J Duhamel ......SE24
Ms V Hammond ..........SW2
Mr S Harris

& Ms N Dodgson ..Redhill
Ms B Harrison ............SW19
Mrs C Hodges ......Richmond
Miss B Holloway ..Hindhead
Mr T Hopper & Ms T Ford

Sth Croydon
Mr & Mrs A Horrocks

& family ............Camberley
Ms M Howat ..............SW18
Ms Y Huang & Mr L Sim

Sutton
Mr T Humphreys

Sanderstead
Mrs D Jackson ....Camberley
Mrs A Johnson ..Leatherhead
Miss F Jones................SW15
Mr & Mrs P Jordaan SW18
Mr J Khan....................SE19
Mr & Mrs S Khan ....Staines
Mrs S Kippen-Brown

Reigate
Miss I Kisiel ..........Guildford
Miss L Kor ..................SE17
Mr & Mrs D Lewis

& family ............Camberley
Ms F Lloyd ..........Richmond
Mr M Mance ..........Croydon

Mr G R Mays ......Lightwater
Miss V Miles ......Godalming
Ms L Mills ..................Oxted
Mrs A Morrant ........Epsom
Mr A Morrison ........Woking
Miss L Murray ....Guildford
Miss D Mysko ......Richmond
Ms K Newton &

Mr M Wigley ..Betchworth
Mr W K A Owen ......Redhill
Ms D Pastuszka ..............W7
Mr & Mrs M Perandin

& family ..................Staines
Ms A Powell

& Mr R Churm ........SE16
Mr D Prescott ........Croydon
Mrs L Ralph ..........Farnham
Miss N Ramsey ........Woking
Miss A Rees ............Ewhurst
Mr C Reeves ..............Epsom
Mrs P Robbins West Horsley
Mr & Mrs G Saxby..Reigate
Miss C Saxton ..............SE19
Mrs S Sellars ......Haselmere
Mr M Sharp ........Camberley
Mrs C Shenton..Leatherhead
Miss T Shepherd ........Sutton
Mr D Smith ................Purley
Miss L Steuart ........Surbiton
Miss C Stevens ....East Sheen
Mr & Mrs P Stevenson

Coulsdon
Dr & Mr C Tayleur

& family ..................SW17
Mrs B Taylor ................SW8
Mrs S Tugwell ..........Woking
Mr N Wallin ............Ashford
Mr I Ward ..................SW19
Miss L Warrington ......SE15
Dr E Wawrzynczak ..Redhill
Ms I West & Mr C Wilson

SE19
Mrs L Wickison ........Egham
Mr A Woollatt ......Coulsdon

Feb 2014 total 955 (up by 82 from Aug). A warm welcome to the following new members: 

Membership David Gradidge

Branch Oct 2012 Nov 2013 change
Hampshire & IOW 1,079 1,225 +14%
Sussex 923 1,067 +16%
West Midlands 921 1,064 +16%
Yorkshire 848 997 +18%
SURREY & SW London 891 953 +7%
Upper Thames 785 942 +20%
Cambs & Essex 754 867 +15%
East Midlands 695 824 +19%
Herts & Middlesex 720 815 +13%
Somerset & Bristol 642 770 +20%
Kent 653 736 +13%
Dorset 677 724 +7%
Devon 552 626 +13%
Norfolk 553 626 +13%
East Scotland 460 509 +11%
Lancashire 435 504 +16%
South Wales 402 478 +19%
Cheshire & Peak 410 472 +15%
Gloucestershire 386 467 +21%
Wiltshire 367 439 +20%
Suffolk 338 414 +22%
Beds & Northants 338 395 +17%
Glasgow & SW Scotland 320 351 +10%
Cornwall 271 315 +16%
Lincolnshire 265 310 +17%
Warwickshire 269 303 +13%
North East 250 300 +20%
Highlands & Islands 264 283 +7%
Cumbria 209 245 +17%
North Wales 181 220 +22%
Northern Ireland 163 215 +32%
TOTAL households 16,021 18,456 +15%

22,870
1,238

146
84

National individual members
SURREY individual members 
SURREY new households
SURREY lost households

BC household membership Wider
Countryside
Butterfly
Survey
� Surrey 2013
20 recorders
(9 BC, 11 BTO)
counted
2,495 butterflies
of 24 species.
� UK 2013
708 recorders
made 1,815 visits
to 857 1km squares,
counting
142,217 butterflies
of 45 species,
incl 26,935
Meadow Browns
in over 90%
of squares.
� If you can record
for one hour, twice a
year, please contact
Harry Clarke.
� Full details:
www.ukbms.org/wcbs.
aspx

Download the 2013 WCBS report from
www.ukbms.org/Downloads/Wider_Countryside/Newsletter_WCBS2013.pdf
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Malcolm Bridge pays tribute to JOHN BUCKLEY, who has
retired after a decade of walking the Oaken Wood transect and
rather longer toiling on winter work parties at our reserve.

JOHN’s love of the natural world was part of his childhood’s
curiosity and, like many of us, he pursued the interest with a

friend, John Burton. Growing up in that very essence of the
suburban “Good Life”, Surbiton, the two Johns had a passion
for the natural world and exciting habitat was not far away.

One favoured haunt was along the banks of the Hogsmill
River as it meandered its way through 1940s open space on its
gentle route to the Thames at Kingston. The friends’ childhood
was informed by wireless rather than the embryonic TV and
Nature Parliament, chaired by Peter Scott, ably supported by L. Hugh Newman
et al., was a weekly treasure (as Journey into Space was for me in the 1950s).

After leaving school the two friends lost touch as their lives diverged. Our John
worked at a market garden in Guildford and John Burton eventually joined the BBC
as a sound recorder. It was not long before he became head of the world famous
BBC Sound Recording Library, where he used his knowledge of birdsong and the
natural world to enrich his work and the Beeb’s sound archives.

John Buckley might well have worked in horticulture all his life but market forces
deemed that his workplace had greater value as housing rather than horticulture and
he needed a new career. This was no mid-life crisis for the resourceful John and a
new job in Bookham came along. He worked for a large automobile business which,
inter alia, provided fleet vehicles to businesses including the Church Commissioners.
John notes that bishops were especially fond of Daimlers and Rovers.

John and his wife, Beryl, moved to Cranleigh during this period and, to coincide
with retirement, John joined Butterfly Conservation. Always a keen dogwalker, often
around Pitch Hill, he discovered the joys of Chiddingfold Forest and our reserve at
Oaken Wood. He became actively involved during the time when Steve and Gail
Jeffcoate played major roles at Oaken Wood and took over from the pair as transect
walker 10 years ago.

Not content with just summer visits and butterfly monitoring, John became a
stalwart of winter work parties. He helped to ensure that the essential work of ride
management, coppicing, bracken and scrub control and maintaining the meadow
never faltered.

John has been one of the many unsung heroes of Butterfly Conservation. No grand
job title, just years of loyal service to help the branch and Butterfly Conservation
achieve a better future for our butterflies and moths.

John’s loyalty, good humour and industry will be sorely missed and our branch
owes him a great debt of gratitude. On behalf of Oaken Wood comrades, committee
colleagues and branch members, very many thanks.

First Person Focus on a branch personality

John Buckley
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